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Reviewer's report:

This manuscript presents an interesting comparison of readmission rates pre-post the Affordable Care Act (ACA) between not-for-profit and for-profit hospitals. The manuscript is well written and findings support similar research. Using a difference-in-difference study design the authors found that for-profit hospitals have an overall lower readmissions rate, yet the rates declined in both groups pre-post ACA.

My major concern is that it is unclear if the two groups were appropriately matched (which the authors note as a limitation). This could mean that factors other than the intervention may explain the results. Without matching, the analysis may not be sensitive enough to detect an effect. The authors acknowledge that the two groups are different related to case mix and control for these differences. However, it is not clear if there are any unobserved factors that may bias results. These differences may violate a primary assumption of the D&D approach (the trend of the intervention and control groups should be equivalent absent the intervention). However, the authors do disclose this as a major limitation.

The discussion on the differences between the two hospital types and the perceived impact on readmission rates is brief in both the hypothesis section and discussion section. Space permitting, these factors could be further discussed. For example, does the literature suggest for-profit hospitals have additional resources for quality improvement projects or case management? Given the potential changes to ACA and the findings of this study, are there any policy recommendations going forward that should be included in the discussion.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?  
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?  
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

No
Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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